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Unavoidable decoherence in the quantum control of
an unknown state
Abstract
A common objective for quantum control is to force a quantum
system, initially in an unknown state, into a particular target
subspace. We show that if the subspace is required to be a
decoherence-free subspace of dimension greater than 1, then
such control must be decoherent. That is, it will take almost
any pure state to a mixed state. We make no assumptions
about the control mechanism, but our result implies that for
this purpose coherent control offers no advantage, in princi-
ple, over the obvious measurement-based feedback protocol.
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1. Introduction

The application of control theory techniques to quantumsystems promises technological improvements in a greatvariety of areas [1], including quantum information pro-cessing [2–5], sub-shot-noise metrology [6, 7], creatingnon-classical states [8, 9], efficient state-tracking [10], andchemical analysis [11]. The field of quantum control theorystudies the strategies that a controller can use to drive aquantum system to attain some desirable properties, re-ferred to as the target. Like classical control, quantumcontrol can be classified according to the types of opera-tions available to the controller [1]. In open-loop quantumcontrol, the controller induces unconditional quantum dy-namics leading to the target; if only unitary dynamics areused, one must know the relevant properties of the initialstate for the control to be successful. So-called learningquantum control is a way of refining open-loop quantumcontrol for complicated systems, using measurement of thefinal state of the system to judge the success of the con-trol strategy and modify the strategy on the next trial. Inmeasurement-based quantum feedback, the system stateis typically measured while the control is being applied,and the results used to set the control, so that even un-known states of the system can be driven towards thetarget. Coherent feedback control is similar, but the con-
∗E-mail: prof.howard.wiseman@gmail.com

troller is allowed to be fully quantum mechanical, with nomeasurement step assumed [12, 13].
Quantum control will, in general, cause decoherence.Even if the controls applied are unitary, the measurementstep in measurement-based feedback, or the presence ofan auxiliary sytem in coherent quantum feedback, gener-ally takes an initially pure state to a mixed final state. Inthis paper we show that such decoherence is inevitablefor the very natural control objective of forcing the sys-tem into a decoherence-free subspace (DFS) [14, 15]. TheDFS restriction means that if the system is already in thedesired subspace, it should not be disturbed. We notethat if A denotes the property of being in the desired sub-space, then this restriction is also frequently proposed incausal decision theory as a constraint on any operationthat can be considered to make A hold [16–19]. More-over, we show that any quantum control of this type canalways be realised by a projective measurement to de-termine whether A initially holds, followed by correctiveaction if it is found not to, a procedure that can be thoughtof as a one-step measurement-based feedback. Our proofcharacterises all possible evolutions—all possible trace-preserving completely positive (TPCP) maps—that imple-ment such strategies. Since TPCP maps are the mostgeneral allowed operations of quantum dynamics, our re-sult is independent of the common assumption of Marko-vian control dynamics, which was recently used in provingresults related to ours [20, 21].
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2. Result
We denote the set of bounded operators on some Hilbertspace H by B(H), while U(H) similarly denotes the set ofunitary operators. The decoherence-free condition on ourcontrol map is then stated formally as follows [14, 15]:
Definition 1.A subspace HA ⊆ H is said to be decoherence-free undera TPCP map S from B(H) to B(H) iff
∃ UA ∈ U(HA) : ∀ρA ∈ B(HA), S(ρA) = UAρU†A . (1)

Our result is now formally stated as
Theorem 2.
Let S be a TPCP map from B(H) to B(HA) with H =HA ⊕HA⊥ . That is,

PAS = S, (2)
where PA is the projection superoperator onto HA.
Then if HA is a DFS under S it follows that

S = S (PA + PA⊥ ) . (3)
That is, the map necessarily destroys coherence betweenthe A and A⊥ subspaces. Since

SPA = UAPA, (4)
where UA(•) = UA • U†A , the significance of this result isthe following corollary:
Corollary 3.
Let HA be a subspace of H with 1 < dim HA < dim H.
Consider an arbitrary |ψ〉 ∈ H, which can be written
|ψ〉 = |ψA〉 ⊕ |ψA⊥〉. Then under the conditions of the
theorem, S(|ψ〉 〈ψ|) is mixed except for the set of measure
zero where

S(|ψA⊥〉 〈ψA⊥ |) ∝ UA |ψA〉 〈ψA|U†A .
That is, almost all initial pure states will become mixedunder any map which satisfies the conditions of the the-orem, and which acts nontrivially (HA 6= H) and for whichthe DFS carries a nonzero amount of information, equalto log2(dim HA) qubits to be specific.

3. ProofTo prove the result, we work in the matrix block repre-sentation of H = HA ⊕ HA⊥ and write the initial densitymatrix ρ as
ρ = ( ρA ρC

ρ†C ρA⊥

)
, (5)

where the C subscript is used because ρC represents theinitial coherences between A and A⊥. Decomposing S intoits Kraus operators Kµ , i.e.
S(ρ) ≡∑

µ
KµρK †µ , (6)

condition (2) implies that there exist some operators Aµ, Bµsuch that
Kµ = ( Aµ Bµ0 0

)
. (7)

This ensures that
S(ρ) =∑

µ

(
Dµ 00 0

)
, where (8)

Dµ ≡ AµρAA†µ + BµρA⊥B†µ + (AµρCB†µ + h.c.) . (9)
Since S is trace-preserving, we have

∑
µ
K †µ Kµ =∑

µ

(
A†µAµ A†µBµ
B†µAµ B†µBµ

) = I, (10)
which implies that ∑µ A

†
µBµ = 0.Now by condition (4), there exists a unitary operator UAsuch that Aµ ∝ UA for all µ, so∑

µ
AµρCB†µ = UAρCU−1

A

∑
µ
AµB†µ = 0. (11)

We are left with
Dµ = AµρAA†µ + BµρA⊥B†µ . (12)

Thus for any ρ,
S ([PA + PA⊥ ]ρ) =∑

µ

[
AµPA(ρ)A†µ + BµPA⊥ (ρ)B†µ ]

=∑
µ

(
AµρAA†µ + BµρA⊥B†µ

)
= Sρ, (13)

which proves the theorem.
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4. DiscussionThe above result shows that any map that satisfies theconditions of the theorem can be achieved using a simplemeasurement-based control as follows. First make a mea-surement that projects the system into the A subspace orthe complementary A⊥ subspace. The measurement neednot be back-action evading, but its action on the A sub-space following projection must be unitary, described by
UA (which can of course be the identity). If the A result isobtained, do nothing further. If the result A⊥ is obtained,implement a TPCP map described by Kraus operators
{Bµ} which map from HA⊥ to HA. If dim HA⊥ > dim HAthen more than one such Kraus operator will be needed.When the target subspace is not required to be a DFS, theabove result does not hold, and there are control strate-gies that force the system in the desired subspace that arenot equivalent to the measurement-based feedback strat-egy described above. For instance, consider a two-qubitsystem with basis states {|ij〉} with i, j = 0, 1 labeling thestate of each qubit. Let HA be the subspace spanned by
{|00〉 , |01〉}, for which qubit 1 is in state |0〉. Now con-sider S defined by the 4×4-dimensional Kraus operators

K1 = 1√2
(
I Z0 0

)
, (14)

K2 = 1√2
(
Z −I0 0

)
, where (15)

I ≡
( 1 00 1

) and Z ≡ ( 1 00 −1
)
.

Clearly condition (2) holds for S. Since Eq. (10) is satis-fied, S is a TPCP map. In this representation,
∑
µ
AµρCB†µ = [ρC , Z ]/2 (16)

so that
Sρ = AµρAA†µ + BµρA⊥B†µ + [ρC , Z ]. (17)

That is, the final state depends on the coherence betweenHA and HA⊥ and S is inequivalent to the measurement-based feedback described above.We have shown that all quantum control strategies thatforce an initially unknown state into a decoherence-freesubspace can be reduced to a simple strategy using pro-jective measurement followed by conditional operations.In particular, coherent quantum feedback provides no ad-vantage in these cases. Our proof avoids model-dependentassumptions, in particular the assumption of Markovian

dynamics. It is obvious that decoherence necessarilyarises in controlling an unknown quantum state into a tar-get subspace: our result shows how this decoherence mustbe apportioned between the target subspace and the ini-tial state coherence in the limit of a decoherence-free tar-get. Future work could explore the converse: how far mustthe decoherence-free property of the subspace be violatedin order to preserve the coherence between desirable andundesirable components of the initial state? Alternatively,one could investigate the maximal decoherence-free sub-space of a given control strategy, quantifying the priorknowledge of the initial state that would guarantee fullycoherent control.This work was supported by the Australian ResearchCouncil under FT110100513 (DK, Future Fellowship) andCE110001027 (HMW, Centre of Excellence), and by theARO MURI grant W911NF-11-1-0268 (HMW).
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